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U.S. ICBM VULNERABILITY IN THE 1990s by
Art . Hobson*, Pbysics Department, University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701
The Midgetman missile is one proposed solution to the
perceived problem of U.S. ICBM vulnerability. The system
puts some 500 small, single-warhead missiles into a less
vulnerable basing mode, possibly either superhard silos, or
hardened mobile launchers (HMLs) silos ready to dash on
warning. We calculate the vulnerability of each of these three
modes, and evaluate the 1990s survivability of the full U.S.
ICBM force under a range of assumptions.

that, in favorable (small c) geology, RC ....075 km for Y =
0.5 megatons (M1}3. Thus, c "" (0.075)3/0.5 = 8.4 x 10-4
km3/MT. Experimentally, the blast pressure (in atmospheres)
• at distance r (kilometers) from a ground burst 1 of yield Y
(M1) is 6.31Y,fr3. At the edge of the crater, where r = RC,
this becomes 6.31Y/RC3 = 6.31/c ... 7500 atm (llO,OOOpsi).
Superhard silos, defmed as silos that must be inside the crater
in order to be destroyed, must be able to withstand this blast
pressure.. Silos much harder than this are superflous, for they
would be destroyed by the crater anyway. For superhard silos,

The standard theory of silo destruction 1 implies that the
"single shot probability of survival" of a silo attacked by
one warhead is SSPS = 0.5 x where x Rn2/CEP2. Here, RD
is the radius of destruction for that warhead against that silo,
and CEP is the inaccuracy of the warhead, defined as that
radius inside of which 50% of an "ensemble" of warheads
would falL We note that SSPS is just a Gaussian in the ratio
RD/CEP, and that it is a consequence of a Gaussian
assumption for the spatial distribution of an ensemble of
attacking warheads.
There is now general agreement that "superhard" silos
can be built to withstand nuclear effects right up to the edge
of a nuclear crater, but that no silo can survive within the
crater2. For such silos, RD = RC ("radius of the crater").
Since the crater's volume should be roughly proportional to
the energy released, RC3 '" cY where Y is the warhead's yield
and the proportionality constant c is dependent on the
geology in which the blast occurs. U.S. officials have stated

SPSS = 0.5 x where x = RC2/CEP2

(1)

But the preceding calculation implies RC3
that

6.31Y{75oo. so

More simply, x = UllO, where L = y2/3/CEP2 is commonly
known as the attacking warhead's "lethality."
Today's MIRVed SS-18s and SS-19s (CEP = 0.25 km,
Y= 0.5 M1) have L = 10, so SSPS = 94%, a high survival
rate. But the older un-MIRVed SS-18 carries 20 MT with the
same CEP, implying SSPS = 50%. So superhard silos are
In the future, the Soviets should
vulnerable even today.
The survival
attain4 the .090 km CEP of today's MX.
probabilities of superlulrd silos attacked by several such high
accuracy warheads are shown in Table 1. The Table is, of
course, only an approximation to the real world. The caption
of Table 1 lists the most important of the effects not
accounted for in these calculations.

TABLE I
Single Shot Probability of Survival of a superhard silo attacked by present and plausible future Soviet
warheads.

Missile

SS-18
SS-18
SS-19
SS-19

mod 3
mod 4
mod 2
mod 3
Future SS-18

Future SS-19

Fractionation

Yield
Y

CEP

(MIRVing)

Lethality
L=y2/3/cEP2

SPSS
=O.5 UllO

1
10
1
6
1
2
3
4
10
1
2

20MT
0.5
8
0.5
20
7.1
3.8
2.5
0.5
8
2.8

0.25 km
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09

120
10
65
10
920
460
302
228
77

.47
.94
.66
.94
.003
.06
.15
.24
.61
.04
.20

505
249

A "superhard silo" means one that must be inside the crater to be destroyed, i.e. hardness := 7500 atm. These
survival rates neglect several factors such as fratricide. unreliable attacking warheads. and the possibility that
the silo might be destroyed by other effects even if it is outside the crater.
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